INTRODUCTION

Thanks for taking the time to download this free system.

I first thought of this idea several years ago when I read Ricky Taylor's excellent "Pace Wins The Race" book.

Ricky's book was the result of five years of painstaking research that showed how to identify those horses that are likely to show early pace, and how to profit from them.

Ricky's book actually showed that if you could identify which horse was likely to lead a race you could profit by backing them all blind!

This was a complete revelation to me, as at the time it was not particularly an attribute I paid much attention to.

Instead I was studying the usual form factors like going, distance, class etc.

And as that sort of form study was taking me a long time and getting me nowhere I decided to abandon it completely and focus only on pace.

It's the best decision I ever made!

There are lots of factors that affect whether a horse runs at the front and how successful it is doing so, including, trainer, jockey, course, going, class etc.

But this simple system uses just two of those; trainer and course.

You'll see in a minute why I call it the 'Blindingly Obvious' system.

It was actually the first system I created when I began to look at pace all those years ago but it is still one of my most profitable.

I figured that, if Ricky's suggestion was correct that you could back all front runners blindly for a profit, then the easiest way to start testing this was to specifically look at a trainer whose horses are known to be front runners.

And that trainer is obviously Mark Johnston, who is well known for producing tough front runners.

So I assumed I should be able to make profits by blindly backing his horses that I was sure would run at the front.

(Obviously not all Mark Johnston's horses will lead every race they participate in.)

In his book Ricky shows you how to discover the likely front runner by using the Racing Post's comments in running.
(This is how I began to do it all those years ago but I've now found a much easier way. More on that later.)

So I diligently began to read these comments in running and I began to build up a picture in my mind of how each race was going to run.

And when I found a race where I thought a horse from Mark Johnston's stable was going to lead the race from the off I backed it.

It really was as simple as that.

(Now whilst the idea was simple it still took me almost an hour to do all the research.)

But the difference was now I was actually winning!

Not every race, of course, but I was winning more money than I was losing.

And I think it was the first time that had ever happened to me.
THE SYSTEM

The system has one simple rule...

1. Back all horses trained by Mark Johnston that you think will lead from the front.

Sounds too simple doesn’t it?

But trust me it works. And it works well.

It averages around 100 points profit a year.

In the next section I’ll show you how to find the selections.
FINDING THE SELECTIONS

This process used to take me a long time.

But now thankfully there are websites that do all the hard work for you!

The first thing to do is to find all the Mark Johnston runners on the day.

You can do this by scanning any daily newspaper or using the Racing Post website.

Although the easiest way is to sign up to the 'My Stable' feature on the Sporting Life website here...

http://www.sportinglife.com/racing/my-stable

If you add 'M Johnston' to your stable they will email you when he has declared runners!

Next you have to decide when the horse in question is likely to lead the pace.

There used to be a great free site that had pace figures but unfortunately it seems to have disappeared.

So now there are two options really.

1. Do what I used to do and look through the past in-running comments from the Racing Post.

   This is time consuming but it will work. And the better you get at it the less time it takes you.

   2. Use a paid site that has pace figures.

I prefer this option now as my profits easily pay for the subscription.

The site I use is called GeeGeez Gold.

It has a nice graphic that shows at a glance whether the horse in question is likely to lead the race.

You can get a 30 day trial for just £1 by clicking here.

(The site has a whole load of other features as well but there's too many to go into here. The main thing we're interested in from this system's perspective is the pace analysis.)
Or you could even bet in running.

Just wait for the race to start and if the Mark Johnston horse takes the lead quickly back it on the exchanges.
TAKING IT FURTHER

You can of course use the system as-is and blindly back the horses.

Or you can simply use that as a starting point.

What about only choosing the races at courses that are well known to favour front runners?

What about only choosing jockeys who are adept at leading a frontrunner to victory?

The more effort you put in the more money you will make.
FINAL THOUGHTS

I hope you've enjoyed this free system.

I know this has been a very short one to read but I didn't want to blather on.

Please paper trade first and only when you are happy with it should you place real money on the selections.

I’ve been following it for many years now and it has proven to be very profitable.

Take care,
Paul Pendleton